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a powerful tool for recovering data and files. 16. Notes from records One of the most popular ways to simplify the process of finding useful information and improving productivity is to take notes, which people usually accompany with photos. Notes usually contain various links that will help you make
better use of the cloud and related elements, but they are not really needed even when you do not point to them. As an alternative to useful bookmarks, there are special extensions that make it easier to remember information and work with it. Here are some of these extensions that should help you
remember what you've done. Here is a list of 10 extensions for adding notes to Google Docs. * Evernote lets you take notes with Google Drawings * Dropbox allows you to create notes in Shareaza * Google Reader allows you to write to Google News * Web Mint allows you to change texts and add photos
17. Videos Sometimes, in order to improve the efficiency of your website, you need to not only paste different URLs or images, but also use a video player. Among users, the majority prefers to use video to get faster access to text. However, keep in mind that video players are designed to view web content,
not to view it in HD.Therefore, links to video presentations from NVIDIA make little sense - they simply will not load. Since video is a common way to showcase content on a site, and search engines index such pages much better than others, it's worth looking into alternative ways to link to videos that work
in the browser (but aren't suitable for search engines). Here are some of these solutions you could try: * Cyberlink YouTube * Youtube *Vimeo * Sideshow 18. View RSS feeds Of course, while RSS feeds are a powerful productivity tool, many companies use them to create a pool of RSS feeds for their
own use. Recently, however, the trend of using RSS emails has changed: more and more companies prefer to get acquainted with articles in the familiar RSS format and post them on their own blog. If you want to receive free updates from news outlets, the best way is to subscribe to RSS directories. The
website news
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